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Special lexis and meanings 

Almost every occupation has its own special lexicon – a vocabulary that is specific to the 
occupation generally (the legal profession, the Merchant Navy, teaching) or more narrowly to the 
particular solicitors’ practice, ship or school. That is, there will be  

• forms used only in the occupation, or  
• forms in the common lexicon but used with meanings which are special to the occupation: justify means 

very different things to a printer or typesetter and to a priest. 

So a ship’s master may refer to kentledge, gunwales and quarterdeck (forms peculiar to naval 
language) or to the heads, port and roads (forms in the common lexicon, but with different special 
meanings – on a ship the heads is a name for the toilet). 

You may well be familiar with such special lexis, from your reading or knowledge of some 
occupations – those of your parents or family, those you have met in weekend or holiday jobs. 
Think of an occupation (accountancy, law, the armed services) or a general occupational area (IT, 
media, retail) and you may be able to think of its lexicon.  

For an example, look at these words that appear on the Web site of the UK Army Cadet Supply 
Department (http://www.csd.army.org.uk) - here you can find descriptions of epaulettes, brassards, 
bashas, bivis, bergans and pace sticks. (Do you know what these are?) 

Teachers, as another example, refer to their charges as kids, and talk about Baker Days, SATs, the 
Threshold or OFSTED. And once a new term appears, it is rapidly subject to grammatical 
conversion so  

• what begins as a noun-phrase (Office for Standards in Education)  
• becomes an acronym, using two letters of each element (OFSTED) and  
• turns (by grammatical conversion) into a verb: The school was OFSTED-ed last week. (Far more 

common in speech than writing.) 

To think of examples in an exam may be difficult (you will lose time, searching for what is just out 
of reach), so it’s best to prepare some in advance: think of the things you learned to do when you 
first used a computer, or started a holiday job – what people said to you will have included some of 
the special lexis of the occupation.  

Task: Listen to family or friends speaking about work. Or simply ask someone to tell you about his 
or her job – don’t ask directly about the lexicon (you will make your informant self-conscious) but 
just let it appear! Although the language data you meet in an exam will almost certainly come from 
a different occupational context, this is no problem. You can use your prepared examples by way of 
comparison, showing how the same language feature – special lexis – appears in a range of 
different occupational contexts. 


